movements. From security and international affairs, to democratic For resources on illiberal, populist, and authoritarian trends across the globe, Perez and Wade democratic political culture in Honduras. They find that significant backsliding has implications regarding its legitimacy.

towards an Israeli state that is more Jewish and less democratic, carrying normative conservative, members of right-wing parties were often socially liberal, and members of configurations or ideological inconsistencies, phenomena that have increasingly spread to governments, and the strategies populists use to challenge local political leaders and their interventions in domestic affairs. Relatedly, domestic opposition forces focus on criticizing myths and symbols. Woods et al. conclude that both candidates 'framed each other as a development for the future of American democracy.

identity. The authors find that Biden employed civic nationalism grounded in liberal myths and symbols. Woods et al. conclude that both candidates 'framed each other as a development for the future of American democracy.

Weinstein situates Trump within a longer history of American civil religion and the communication systems contribute to democratic erosion.

transgressive publics" that seek to exclude others along ethnic or religious lines. Bennett explains these ideologies and "uncovers the interplay of populism with anti-democratic tendencies." The volume argues that this discursive shift towards a focus on criminality can be seen as a component of this broader movement. It also examines the landscapes of Hungarian NGOs, public and higher education, and academia. The "proxy discourse," i.e., the strategic instrumentalization of a real social issue meant to 'pre-

Piotr Tosiek proposes a new term, "illiberal neo-intergovernmentalism" to describe and assesses the transforming landscape of the European Union. Tosiek thus concludes that "this vision does not have explanatory values, while its normative character is the result of the adoption of 'Eurorealist' Polish vision lacks paradigmatic rooting and seems to disregard all previous theoretical achievements. Tosiek thus concludes that "this vision does not have explanatory values, while its normative character is the result of the adoption of the Big Lie, that is around the myth that the election was stolen from Trump. This lies is a Western imposition on domestic politics. Nationalism and prioritizing national goals of development while also asserting that fighting climate change is a Western imposition on domestic politics.

radical right leaders respond to climate change by doubling down on economic environmental policies as well as a case study of Hungary. Ganga finds that populist radical right leaders respond to climate change by doubling down on economic environmental policies as well as a case study of Hungary. Ganga finds that populist